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6. DVRPC Regional Trails Phase II Grant Program Project

From: Tom Lowy
County: Delaware
Zip Code: 19087
Date Received: July 17, 2012
Comment/Question: I think any addition to the trail system would be great. My hope is that trails will connect schools to students so we can have more students walking and riding to school through nature and not on roads. I feel combination trails bring generations together as well. I was just in Washington visiting where trails connect residential clusters with mass transit to allow for greener commuting.

Response: Thank you for your comment.

From: John Haigis
County: Delaware
Zip Code: 19023
Date Received: July 13, 2012
Comment/Question: I am strongly in favor of trail linkages for recreation, economic development and quality of life. There are a number of possibilities in and around Darby I would welcome a chance to discuss.

Response: Thank you for your comment. The commenter’s contact information was forwarded to the project manager for follow up.